We do not hide the fact (rather, we celebrate it) that between our principals there is about one
century of advertising and marketing experience. The whole premise of Seasoned is that we
have all worked elsewhere. A lot. Our portfolio of work reflects our rich, varied backgrounds.

WA L K AWAY I N S U R A N C E

Situation Walkaway Insurance is a type of specialized coverage offered through car dealerships looking to differentiate
themselves from their competitors. When financing or leasing a car through a dealership offering Walkaway Insurance,
new-car owners are covered should they be unable to meet their monthly payments due to loss of employment or illness.
While a fantastic product that protects people’s savings and credit ratings, it’s also complicated... and what new car
salesman wants to talk about job loss and illness when they’re trying to sell a car?
Strategy The insight, from our sleeves-rolled-up, comprehensive strategy process, was to make it easier for sales staff
to talk about Walkaway with enthusiasm by positioning it as a smart “no-brainer” of a decision for consumers. Since
every car in a Walkaway dealer is protected, the salespeople didn’t have to focus on the risk, but could simply reassure
customers they had this great umbrella of protection in the event of bad luck.
Creative The campaign that launched the new positioning was based on the idea that your new Walkaway vehicle comes
with a Fairy Godfather as standard equipment, to offer protection if misfortune strikes. To ensure the message was
bold and memorable, the character of the Walkaway Fair was purposefully exaggerated. The character was used
throughout the trade and consumer launch, including sales-person training videos, sales collateral materials, print
and online advertising, and on the re-branded website.

Who says insurance has to be all… insurancy?
Say hello to Presto, the WALKAWAY Fairy. Presto will be found floating around where car shoppers
gather information before visiting your dealership. Attract more customers with the wave of a wand
by offering WALKAWAY Protection. For more information, visit Presto at walkawayfairy.com.
Insurance has never been less boring.
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O N TA R I O H A I R S T Y L I S T S A S S O C I AT I O N

Situation Like many trades, hairstylists have to fight through bureaucracy, paper shuffling and red tape to open and
run a salon. The result is a process that is tangled, inflexible and costly, adding thousands to the price of starting up.
During the last provincial election, one political party promised to run a comb through the process, to minimize the
bureaucracy and eliminate a big ball of red tape. But, once in power, promises were forgotten, and Ontario’s hairstylists
got clipped.
Strategy Not willing to be swept aside, on behalf of the OHA, we sent a forceful reminder to the powers that be (and the
Queen’s Park media that covers them), that promises are meant to be kept, even by politicians.
Creative Making use of images reflecting the clients’ daily routines, we hit firmly on the issues that a government gets
elected based on promises (not hot air), and that it’s time to honour their commitment to Ontario’s hairstylists.

EB GAMES

Situation A mature business, focussed on a largely teen, mostly male audience, EB Games enjoys a strong position
in the market, good store coverage across the country, and carries a wide variety of highly-sought after merchandise.
Strategy For about 11 months of the year, the EB Games customer profile is pretty much the gamers and collectors
you would imagine. But, for the month of December (plus or minus) their attention switches to a completely different
life-form... the xmas-shopping mom.
Creative Each year, for their main foray into tv advertising, EB reaches out to moms across the country. But not puta-bow-on-it-perfect moms... we seek out the fun moms, the forgetful moms (honestly, who can keep track of exactly
how many kids they have?), we talk to the real moms who have to go elbow-to-elbow for the last month of the year
in pursuit of a very merry... you know the rest!

O N TA R I O M E D I C A L A S S O C I AT I O N

Situation The Ontario government was threatening to cut $1 billion from OHIP and physician services even as the
demand for healthcare was on the rise due to the ageing population.
Strategy Hit hard, hit big, hit where it hurts. Full-page ads were taken across Ontario with one-word headlines in large,
bold, unmissable RED ink! The words “WAIT” and RISK” are two things the public does NOT want to hear when talking
about healthcare.
Creative Because both words contained the letter ‘i’ we were able to create a highly-distinctive, all-type ad to share
doctors’ concerns over the province’s plans for OHIP funding with the voting public.

Ontario Government to cooperate in good faith with doctors and health professionals. supportontariodoctors.ca

WA T

R SK
Ontario’s doctors are concerned. Doctors across the province are treating and caring for more
patients and performing more procedures and services. But we all know that the demands on our health system are
only going to grow. Doctors have always partnered with the Government to increase access to healthcare and reduce
wait times. But now the Ontario Government is threatening to cut over $1 billion from OHIP and physician services,
eliminating the very programs and incentives that have increased access to services and enhanced patient care.
The Ontario Government’s scheme will make it harder for the province to recruit and keep physicians in Ontario. It
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EMPIRE COMMUNITIES

Situation Empire Communities, an established home builder, was preparing to launch a new line of green home.
Significantly more challenging to build, the new homes would be offered at a premium. It was well known that
consumers talk a good green story, but don’t always follow through when the price goes up.
Strategy While ‘green’ homes come with a higher cost, they also offer savings with lower energy bills; they bring
a healthier living environment; and, are more soundly built. The goal was let consumers know, the upside and that
over time, these ‘more expensive homes’... actually cost less.
Creative Through magazine ads and showroom materials, we told the story of a home that exudes family and
nature in ways that allowed us to feature the many benefits these supremely well-built homes offer.

N AT I O N A L C O A L I T I O N
AGAINST CONTRABAND TOBACCO

Situation Every year, illegal (contraband) cigarettes are taking a more significant bite out of legal tobacco sales.
The problem with that is, governments receive millions in tax revenue from legal cigarettes and not a penny from
contraband. It’s not fair to tobacco manufacturers and it’s not fair to tax-paying Canadians. Adding insult to injury,
when the cigarette tax is raised, contraband sales go up and tax revenue drops... meaning the government has to
find tax dollars somewhere else.
Strategy Subtlety was not an option for the tobacco market. Regardless of their position on smoking, Canadians
are uniformly against, crime and higher taxes. Our strategy was to expose the very costly complacency being shown
towards contraband smokes.
Creative A nationwide billboard and bus shelter campaign was used to start the conversation between the tobacco
industry and the government. Drawn to the image of a cigarette (not seen in advertising in decades), the ads then
paid off with powerful headlines that made our case.

B+H ARCHITECTS

Situation B+H one of the world’s most respected architectural firms had not updated their website in years. They
needed a way to bring their truly international portfolio to life and create a showcase for individual offices (and
400+ architects) all around the world. In particular their expansion in China required a better web presence.
Strategy The project required a solution that would cross timezones and cultures and feature B+H’s impressive
portfolio with relevance for every office. A sophisticated custom CMS was developed to facilitate the quick sharing
of large project files.
Creative Shining a light on B+H’s international expertise the homepage features a rolling selection of news and
projects from around the world. But to get ‘local’ a custom and finely tuned selection mechanism was built to allow
easy access to work by region building type office architect and more. The result - 400+ happy clients.

O N TA R I O C R A F T W I N E R I E S

Situation Ontario Craft Wineries had to be heard. Unfairly being charged an import tax by the province they grow their
grapes and make their wine in, the OCW wanted a very public word with the government that was dinging them. And
they wanted to be sure, the public and the media we’re getting the story too.
Strategy It doesn’t matter whether you’re talking dollars or votes, numbers matter. And politicians are always counting
something. We opted not to beat around the bush and tackled the government-driven red tape head on.
Creative By using beautiful wine-country imagery (that almost calls your name) we captured all of our targets’ attention.
The messages were then crafted to share some of our numbers – everything from the $4.3 billion in economic impact
we bring to the province... to the fact that 50% of our members operate unprofitably. The red tape and the import tax…
must be cut.
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The VQA in Ontario is made up of just 100 Craft Winemakers – all independent Ontario
businesses. Directly and indirectly, we contribute to the employment of more than 14,000
Ontarians. And yet, we struggle in a tax and competitive environment that leaves more
than 50% of us unprofitable. (And in case it’s not obvious, that’s unsustainable.) We pay
the same ‘import’ duties as foreign winemakers (who employ some number close to zero
Ontarians); Ontario Craft Breweries and BC VQA Vineyards receive 10 times the annual
assistance Ontario VQA wineries receive. We’re just asking our government to level the
vineyards a little.
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L A FA R G E

Situation As Lafarge Cement Company approached its 50th anniversary in Nova Scotia, it planned a year-long celebration
with the local community.
Strategy Using newspapers across the province, a full-page ad was published with high frequency, to promote the
anniversary and drive readers to the specifically designed, dedicated website featuring the highlights of the year-long
celebration.
Creative Combining product with local pride – the Nova Scotia flag, images of local scenery, and Lafarge Cement were
brought together with 50th anniversary graphics and a warm message of appreciation. Notable accomplishments were
featured in the campaign included the construction of Confederation Bridge which was created by Nova Scotians and
built-for-strength with Lafarge cement.

Fifty years. Helping to build Nova Scotia.
Lafarge Brookfield is proud to celebrate 50 years in the community.
Our employees live, work, and raise their kids here.
We’ve helped build Nova Scotia. Our cement has been used to build
roads, schools, and hospitals right across the province.
We’re proud to provide good, well-paying, long-term jobs. We think it’s
important that young Nova Scotians be able to work and raise families
here at home.
To find out more, visit lafargebrookfield.ca.

CLARITYONE AUDIO

Situation Audiophiles, seeking sound-quality-nirvana are inundated with options, choices, brands, and products all
straining to grab attention, but more through fluff and visuals than with true-tech-addict audio
specifications.
Strategy For CLARITYONE, we offer the audience a simple promise of an audio-fix unlike any other – the chance to
experience unadulterated, unmodulated, pure sound.
Creative The audiophile’s dream is turned into a brand promise, “SOUND SO PURE IT WILL BLOW YOUR MIND” and
is delivered through packaging that brings the concept to life with a promise to your ears that catches you right in
the eye.
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TROUVEZ LA COMBINAISON PARFAITE.
Laissez-nous vous faire vivre une relation à long terme avec un véhicule d’occasion
de qualité correspondant à vos besoins et à vos désirs.

• Normes d’inspection strictes • Inspectés en 127 points • Au moins 50 % de la durée de vie des freins et
50 % de la bande de roulement • Garantie sur le groupe propulseur de 12 mois/20 000 km • Assistance routière de 12 mois
• Rapport d’historique CarProof® inclus • Service de planification de voyage • Privilège d’échange de 7 jours/1 500 km

Plus de 80 % des véhicules Toyota vendus au Canada
au cours des 20 dernières années roulent toujours.†
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Health and safety are absolute priorities at Lafarge. Our goal is to be one of the safest places
in the world in which to work.
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Bryan Sheppard

To encourage employees to buy quality safety boots, Lafarge will reimburse the purchase
price of up to $150 for one pair of safety boots per calendar year.
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This policy applies to all active full-time employees who are required to wear work boots in
the performance of their duties.
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Boots must be CSA Grade 1, eight inch safety boots, fully lace-able to the top of the boot.
For more information, speak to your manager.
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* Offre de financement à l’achat de durée limitée par l’entremise de Toyota Services Financiers sur approbation du crédit, sur les véhicules
d’occasion certifiés Toyota (TCUV) admissibles. Financement à 1,9% disponible pendant une période allant jusqu’à 24 mois. Taxes,
immatriculation, assurance et droits sur les pneux neufs en sus. Le concessionnaire peut vendre à prix moindre. Voyez votre concessionnaire
Toyota participant ou visitez www.toyota.ca pour les détails.
† Selon les données recueillies par R. L. Polk Canada, Inc. sur les véhicules en service au Canada au 1er juillet 2010, années modèles 1991-2010.
La durée de vie réelle d’un véhicule variera en fonction des conditions d’utilisation.
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Savons biodégradables
et sans phosphate depuis nombre d’années.
Et depuis la concentration, chaque bouteille
compte jusqu’à 43 % moins de plastique.
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